
Software History  
 
NOTE: Each release contains all solutions identified in the earlier version.  
 
The latest software solves the issues below:  
 
TPN163E_2.280 (Date published: 2018-05-16) 

 DVB-S channel decryption ability lost after zapping in certain CAMs - Germany. 

 Improve TV reboots when in TV turn on. 

 EUM update. 
 
TPN163E_2.270 (Date published: 2017-11-16) 

 Fixed the TV no sound issue when wake up TV from StandBy status – Demark. 

 Prevention TV auto turn on. 
 
TPN163E_2.260 (Date published: 2017-08-22) 

 Fixed the channel +/- no response. 

 Fixed TV starts up by itself. 

 Fixed the no signal after start up – Turkey. 
 
TPN163E_2.230 (Date published: 2017-06-06) 

 Channel list items are losing encryption status indicator. 

 Hissing sound on analog channels – Russia. 

 UI Translation – Russia. 
 
TPN163E_2.210 (Date published: 2017-04-26) 

 Fixed the free channel cannot display normal when specific CAM card insert – Germany. 

 TV reboot with local DVB-C signal - Romania.  
 
TPN163E_2.190 (Date published: 2017-02-07) 

 Fix VGA connected to 22” 24” TV cannot turn off by remote control. 
 
TPN163E_2.180 (Date published: 2017-01-25) 

 TV switches to another regional broadcast transmitter – UK. 

 Improvement – TV stability. 

 Improvement in DVB-S channel installation. 

 Bluetooth translation corrective – Czech/Slovak. 
 Channel names are missing – Slovenia. 
 
TPN163E_2.160 (Date published: 2016-11-07) 

 Improvement in DVB-S channel installation. 

 Fix the channel missing in Croatia. 
 
TPN163E_2.120 (Date published: 2016-09-30) 

 Improving UI content. 

 Improving Slovenia translation 

 Correct Astra 19.2E satellite name on loading bar. 



 Fix TURKSAT 42E channel not found, if it is not in the first position. 
 
TPN163E_2.090 (Date published: 2016-08-17) 

 Improving joystick sensitivity. 

 Adding rolling teletext function of UI. 

 Fix the OAD update message overlap issue. 
 
TPN163E_2.070 (Date published: 2016-08-03) 

 UI/OSD message content corrective. 

 UI translation corrective in RU. 

 Fix the time zone of Turkey. 
 

TPN163E_2.020 (Date published: 2016-07-12) 

 Initial production software.  
 


